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Are you brave enough to listen and overcome your fear? 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $33.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

FEAR (34 minutes + Mantra Loop)

Whenever you hear My voice you naturally become more relaxed for Me, escaping into the
erotic hypnotic world I have created for you.  With your trust it opens your subconscious mind to
My hypnosis, and in trance, your mind is now perfectly conditioned to follow all My instructions
and commands.  The more My voice penetrates your mind, the more obedient you become,
the more pleasure you feel throughout your whole body.

Are you brave enough to listen and overcome your fear?  Well, that is all I will say about this
session...Oh, except for the fact that I will be doing some work in the cerebral hemisphere of
your brain.  Funny thing is, as always, you will listen because the curiosity is way too much to
bare.

Reviews

Thursday, 28 July 2022 

Domina's voice is so reassuring, commanding and convincing. She has instilled in me that i have no fear of obeying any of her
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commands. It just is way too arousing and pleasurable not to!  

william eagles 

Monday, 25 July 2022 

I love this one, i don't remember much but i feel very aroused wanting to serve and obey even more. I want to become the best slave my
Domina cab wish for

mars 

Thursday, 04 March 2021 

i do not remember much of what was said in this session but i desired to listen to shed any fears that i had inside so that i can submit
and serve Domina even more diligently.... i must say i awoke Horny and Aroused with a craving to please! The more i listen the more i
feel the need to obey mindlessly, without thought, without question... no hesitation. That is all i can remember. Serving under Domina
Shelle is complete Bliss! i do not have to know what She is doing inside my mind, I just know that i trust Her and She knows what i need
even more now.

DevotedtoDomina 

Sunday, 26 July 2020 

This was the file that finally allowed me to accept that i was holding back. Domina was able to make my fantasy a reality, i was too afraid
to let go.
Once i listened to this file for the first time, something clicked. i have embraced what Domina has offered, i have accepted her power and
future training. The start of my true submission to my Domina.

dileas 

Sunday, 15 September 2019 

To me this is an essential session for those serious about getting the most from hypnotic conditioning with Domina Shelle. Mental
resistance is most commonly the biggest obstacle to entering the deepest of trances and acts as an impediment to accepting powerful
suggestions. This is typically born out of fear, fear of the unknown, fear of losing control, of being powerless, of not recalling sessions,
and the list goes on. Even when we think we trust the hypnotist our primal fear still emerges when exposed to potentially life changing
suggestions and this is when you need the training in this session. Domina has developed an effective method to deflect our resistance
by promoting our trust in here and the use of a mantra to shutdown all resistance. With repeated listens and some internal focused
conditioning this is very effective and will benefit those that wish to push their boundaries and embrace everything Domina Shelle has to
teach about submission, devotion and adoration.

Steven Haslam 

Sunday, 25 August 2019 

i not remember anything but woke soso content and happy feeling larger need to serve and complete bliss at thought of serving more a
masterpiece!!!

John Dillis 

Sunday, 25 August 2019 

Anything that makes me a better subject/slave for Domina is worth having. And this session does exactly that.

Kent Schnaith 

Thursday, 22 August 2019 

Fear can be exciting and a driving force. Fear can be the spice that makes experiences memorable and exciting. But also fear can block
my way to go further, Fear can hinder me to stretch my limits. Domina starts to control my fear: soothe me to push me further into
submission to her or stimulate my fear for a deep exciting experience and mind f*ck. Controlling my fear is a next level of her absolute
authority!  

nadette  

Wednesday, 14 August 2019 

i agree with other that this is nice and relaxing file. Domina builds my trust on Her and makes sure that i'm not afraid of being in Her
service and obey Her. i must have dozed off in the end because i have trouble remembering what happened. i was so deep.
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Toni Mäkelä 

Tuesday, 13 August 2019 

There is nothing to fear here. Domina Shelle expertly leads the subject down into a trance so deep they might not even notice until they
regain consciousness. I think i enjoyed the heck out of this session. That was certainly my impression after waking, but if i am completely
honest I don't really remember very much. I came to some time after the session had finished feeling extremely relaxed. I feel good
about whatever Domina Shelle chose to do with my mind while i was away. 

Marcus Jetson 

Monday, 12 August 2019 

This file is amazing. First I've thought that this session will create fear but boy was I wrong. This is such a soothing relaxing experience.
It will help you to create pleasant dreams and it has a very helpful twist... just try it out and get addicted...

steffie 

Sunday, 11 August 2019 

Sometimes Domina will release a file that fills me with such emotion that I literally start crying while listening. This file is one. i'm not sure
what She does. What Shes saying that hits that deep part of me that only She can reach. But this file is just what I need. My need to
think only of Her and no one else. my need to be aroused only by Her. My need to give all of me to Her. It's as if Domina reads my
subconscious mind and paints pictures that only my heart can see. She knows my mind and what I need. She truly does my thinking for
me. I almost want to cry typing this review.....

rickey ratcliff 

Sunday, 11 August 2019 

In this file I have never felt more relaxed and peaceful, sleeping helplessly, while Domina slowly and methodically fucks my mind. The
technical information she explains about Freudian theory explains clearly how she will manipulate my subconscious thoughts to shape
my responses while conscious. I’m not sure of the chain reaction of all that happens, but after longing to listen to this file several times, I
find myself on my knees begging for Domina’s commands. Without her commands, I have no opportunity for receiving pleasure or joy.
The alternative is loneliness and misery. Every decision I will wonder what would Domina do? And in the end, I will only have joy when I
obtain permission from her for everything. It’s her approval and smile I long and live for. Thank you, Domina.

steven cook 

Sunday, 11 August 2019 

With Fear, Domina is taking away the most problematic thing standing between complete obedience of a slave to Her will. It is important
that a slave is obediendient to Her without thought or question... though there is always that "fear" of consequences and negative effects
that actually must not be thought of by the slave. i love that Domina is helping me and all the other slaves out there to get rid of this fear.
In my eyes this file is a must have for anyone who craves to become a perfect servant for Domina Shelle.

sissy slave andrea 
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